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1Decentralized Event-Triggered Consensus over
Unreliable Communication Networks
Eloy Garcia, Yongcan Cao, and David W. Casbeer
Abstract
This article studies distributed event-triggered consensus over unreliable communication channels.
Communication is unreliable in the sense that the broadcast channel from one agent to its neighbors can
drop the event-triggered packets of information, where the transmitting agent is unaware that the packet
was not received and the receiving agents have no knowledge of the transmitted packet. Additionally,
packets that successfully arrive at their destination may suffer from time-varying communication delays.
In this paper, we consider directed graphs, and we also relax the consistency on the packet dropouts
and the delays. Relaxing consistency means that the delays and dropouts for a packet broadcast by
one agent can be different for each receiving node. We show that even under this challenging scenario,
agents can reach consensus asymptotically while reducing transmissions of measurements based on the
proposed event-triggered consensus protocol. In addition, positive inter-event times are obtained which
guarantee that Zeno behavior does not occur.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, consensus problems over reliable and infinite bandwidth communication net-
works have been well studied due to their applications in sensor networks and multi-agent systems
coordination [1], [2], [3]. Many consensus protocols rely on the assumption that continuous ex-
change of information among agents is possible. In many applications, continuous communication
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is not possible, and it becomes important to discern how frequently agents should communicate
to preserve the system properties that stemmed from continuous information exchange. The
sampled-data approach has been commonly used to estimate the sampling periods [4], [5], [6],
and [7]. An important drawback of periodic transmission is that it requires synchronization
between the agents, that is, all agents need to transmit their information at the same time instants
and, in some cases, it requires a conservative sampling period for worst case situations.
More recently, the event-triggered control paradigm has been used to design consensus pro-
tocols that account for limited bandwidth communication channels, by reducing the number of
transmitted measurements by each agent in the network [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. Decentral-
ized event-triggered consensus protocols allow agents to decide when to broadcast information
independently of each other.
In event-triggered control we have that measurements are not transmitted periodically in time
but they are triggered by the occurrence of certain events. In event-triggered broadcasting [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21] a subsystem sends its local state to the network only
when a measure of the local subsystem state error is above a specified threshold. Event-triggered
control strategies have also been applied to stabilize multiple coupled subsystems as in [22], [23],
[24], [19], and [25].
Event-triggered control and communication provides a more efficient method for using network
bandwidth. Its implementation in multi-agent systems also provides a highly decentralized way
to schedule transmission instants, which eliminates the need for the synchronization required
by periodic sampled-data approaches. In this regard, event-triggered control is also robust to
clock uncertainties since agents do not need to communicate at the same time instants. Dif-
ferent authors have extended the event-triggered consensus approach, for instance, [26] studied
event-triggered consensus for discrete time integrators. The authors of [27] used event-triggered
techniques for consensus problems involving a combination of discrete time single and double
integrators. The authors of [28] studied event-triggered consensus of single integrator systems
using nonlinear consensus protocols. The event-triggered consensus problem with general linear
dynamics has been addressed in [29], [30], [31], [32] and [33]. A distributed event-triggered
consensus algorithm for a group of agents to determine the global minimizer of a strictly convex
cost function was proposed in [34].
In the present paper we consider the event-triggered consensus problem over unreliable com-
munication networks. Previous event-triggered consensus approaches such as [8], [11], [12]
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assume that every event-based packet transmission, containing measurement updates, will arrive
at its corresponding destination. In many practical scenarios however, this is not the case
and packet dropouts occur. We consider the general case of packet dropouts in multi-agent
systems where the same transmitted packet may arrive at some destinations and may be lost by
other intended receiving agents. We also consider time-varying communication delays. Similarly,
delays corresponding to the same broadcasted measurement could be different to every receiving
agent. This type of unreliable communication is not consistent with respect to dropouts and
delays.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the problem and the
consensus protocol. Section III provides the main results of this paper; asymptotic consensus is
achieved using a decentralized event-triggered control approach and in the presence of packet
losses and delays. Sufficient conditions to guarantee average consensus are investigated in
Section IV. Section V presents an illustrative example and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Notation. The notations 1N and 0N represent column vectors of all ones and all zeros,
respectively. Z≥0, R, and C denote the sets of non-negative integers, real numbers, and complex
numbers, respectively. For any s ∈ C, Re {s} represents the real part of s. Jλν represents a Jordan
block of size ν corresponding to eigenvalue λ. The boldface eλ represents the exponential of
the scalar λ and eA represents the matrix exponential of matrix A. The symbol ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker product.
A. Graph Theory
For a team of N agents, the communication among them can be described by a directed graph
G = {V, E}, where V = {1, . . . , N} denotes the agent set and E ⊆ V × V denotes the edge set.
An edge (i, j) in the set E denotes that agent j can obtain information from agent i, but not
necessarily vice versa. For an edge (i, j) ∈ E , agent i is a neighbor of agent j. The set Nj is called
the set of neighbors of agent j, and Nj is its cardinality. A directed path from agent i to agent
j is a sequence of edges in a directed graph of the form (i, p1), (p1, p2), . . . , (pκ−1, pκ)(pκ, j),
where pℓ ∈ V, ∀ℓ = 1, · · · , κ. A directed graph is strongly connected if there is a directed path
from every agent to every other agent. A directed graph has a directed spanning tree if there
exists at least one agent with directed paths to all other agents.
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The adjacency matrix A ∈ RN×N of a directed graph G is defined by aij = 1 if (j, i) ∈ E and
aij = 0 otherwise. The Laplacian matrix L of G is defined as L = D −A, where D represents
the degree matrix which is a diagonal matrix with entries dii =
∑
j∈Ni aij . If a directed graph
has a directed spanning tree, then the corresponding Laplacian matrix has only one eigenvalue
equal to zero, λ1 = 0, and the following holds for the remaining eigenvalues: Re {λi} > 0, for
i = 2, ..., N .
B. Problem Statement
Consider a group of N agents interconnected using a directed communication graph. Each
agent can be described by the following:
x˙i(t) = ui(t), i = 1, ..., N, (1)
where the local inputs ui(t) are given by
ui(t) = −
∑
j∈Ni
(xi(tki)− xji(t)), i = 1, ..., N, (2)
where xi, ui ∈ Rn and ki ∈ Z≥0 represents the index that defines the non-periodic time sequence
of events corresponding to agent i, for i = 1, ..., N . Also, xji(t) = xj(tki
j
) for t ∈ [tki
j
, tki
j
+1).
The variables xji(t) are piecewise constant and they are not updated at every time tkj because
of packet losses, but only when a measurement from agent j is eventually received by agent i
and we denote the time associated with a successful arrival from agent j to agent i as tkij .
We consider the consensus problem over unreliable communication networks while using a
decentralized event-triggered control approach. Different challenges are present when transmit-
ting information through a digital communication network. In this paper we jointly consider
several issues related to the broadcasting of information in the multi-agent consensus problem.
1) The communication channel is of limited bandwidth and, therefore, continuous communi-
cation among agents is not possible. A zeno-free, decentralized, event-triggered consensus
protocol will be implemented in order to determine the time instants at which each agent
should broadcast an information packet containing its current state measurement.
2) Time-varying communication delays are present in the communication channel.
3) Finally, the communication channel may drop information packets so even when events
are generated there is no guarantee that all destination agents will receive the transmitted
state measurement.
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In this paper we consider a general or non-consistent type of delays and packet dropouts. In
multi-agent systems consistent delays refer to the case where the delay di(tki) associated with
the transmitted state xi(tki) is the same for every receiving agent. By non-consistent delays we
refer to the more general case where the delay associated to a transmitted state can be different to
every receiving agent. In this case we define dij(tki) as the time it takes the measurement xi(tki)
which is released at time tki to arrive to agent j, for every j such that i ∈ Nj . For instance, if
agents 2 and 3 receive information from agent 1, then the measurement x1(tk1) released at time
tk1 will arrive (if it is not dropped by either agent 2 or 3) to agent 2 at time tk1 + d12(tk1) and
to agent 3 at time tk1 + d13(tk1), where, in general, d12(tk1) 6= d13(tk1). Also, the delay in the
communication channel from i to j is time-varying, that is, dij(t) might not be equal to dij(t′)
for t 6= t′ and for i, j = 1, ..., N .
Similarly, we consider non-consistent packet losses [25]. In [25] a packet of information
broadcasted by a subsystem is lost in some communication links but it is not lost in other links
and it successfully arrives to a subset of nodes. Therefore, some agents may receive different sets
of measurements from the same subsystem. This means that a broadcasted measurement xi(tki)
may be successfully received by all, some, or none of the receiving (or destination) agents j
such that i ∈ Nj .
The main consequence of dealing with non-consistent communication delays and packet
dropouts is that agents j, for i ∈ Nj , will hold different versions of the state of agent i since
each agent j may receive different updates and also receive them at different time instants. Let
xij(t) = xi(tkji
) for t ∈ [tkji , tkji+1) represent the state xi as seen by agent j, for i ∈ Nj , where
tkj
i
represents the time instants when a measurement from agent i is succesfully received by
agent j. The state xij(t) is piecewise constant and it is updated when a measurement transmitted
from agent i is successfully received by agent j. Define the local state error
ei(t) = xi(tki)− xi(t) (3)
for t ∈ [tki , tki+1). Also define the state error of agent i as seen by agents j, such that i ∈ Nj ,
eij(t) = xij(t)− xi(t). (4)
The error ei represents the local state error corresponding to agent i and it can be continuously
measured in order for agent i to decide when to broadcast its state. On the other hand, the error
eij represents the state error corresponding to agent i as seen by agent j and it cannot be
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measured by agent i since it does not know the current state xij(t). Further, the error eij cannot
immediately be reset as the error ei due to delays and packet losses.
Assume a uniform Maximum Allowable Number of Successive Dropouts (MANSD) [19],
denoted as ρ − 1, where ρ > 1 is an integer. This means that if a measurement transmitted by
agent i at time tki is successfully received by agent j, then, at most ρ− 1 consecutive dropouts
are allowed from i to j and, in the worst case, the measurement transmitted at time tki+ρ will be
successfully received by agent j. In this paper we will determine the largest admissible delay,
d > 0, using the event-triggered communication scheme and based on design parameters. This
means that communication delays are time-varying but bounded by d, that is, 0 ≤ dij(tki) ≤ d,
for i, j = 1, ..., N .
III. DECENTRALIZED EVENT-TRIGGERED CONSENSUS
In this paper we consider networks of agents that are represented by directed graphs. Also,
we assume that the graph has a spanning tree. Let us define agent r as the agent which is the
root of the spanning tree.
Under the decentralized event-triggered control protocol, each agent’s dynamics can be written
as follows
x˙i(t) = −
∑
j∈Ni,j 6=r
(
xi(t) + ei(t)− xj(t)− eji(t)
)
− air(xi(t) + ei(t)− xr(t)− eri(t))
(5)
where air = 1 if agent r is neighbor of agent i and air = 0 otherwise. Define ηi(t) = xi(t)−xr(t)
and we have that
η˙i(t) =−
∑
j∈Ni,j 6=r
(
ηi(t)− ηj(t)
)−airηi(t)
−∑j∈Ni,j 6=r (ei(t)− eji(t))−air(ei(t)−eri(t)). (6)
It is convenient to relabel the agents and let r = 1 to write the Laplacian matrix as follows
L =
[
0 0TN−1
−a1 Lr
]
. (7)
where a1 = [a21 a31 . . . aN1]T. Define η = [ηT2 ηT3 . . . ηTN ]T and we can write the overall system
as follows
η˙(t) = −(Lr ⊗ In)η(t) + ξ(t) (8)
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where
ξ(t) =


∑
j∈N2(ej2(t)− e2(t))∑
j∈N3(ej2(t)− e3(t))
.
.
.∑
j∈NN (ejN(t)− eN (t))

 . (9)
Note that the eigenvalues of Lr are λi, for i = 2, ..., N , that is, the eigenvalues of L with positive
real parts. Therefore, there exist βˆ, λˆ > 0 such that the relation
∥∥e−Lrt∥∥ ≤ βˆe−λˆt holds.
In the particular case that the graph is strongly connected any agent may serve as agent r = 1.
Eq. (6) is now given by
η˙i(t) =−
∑
j∈Ni,j 6=r
(
ηi(t)− ηj(t)
)−airηi(t)
−∑j∈Ni,j 6=r (ei(t)− eji(t))−air(ei(t)−eri(t))
+
∑
j∈Nr
(− ηj(t) + er(t)− ejr(t))
(10)
and the overall system is given by
η˙(t) = −(Ls ⊗ In)η(t) + ξ(t)− 1N−1 ⊗ ξr(t) (11)
where Ls = Lr + 1N−1αT, α = [a12 a13 . . . a1N ]T, and ξr(t) =
∑
j∈Nr(ejr(t)− er(t)). Let
S =
[
1 0TN−1
1N−1 IN−1
]
and compute
Lˆ = S−1LS =
[
0 −αT
0N−1 Ls
]
.
Hence, the eigenvlaues of Ls are λi, for i = 2, ..., N .
Due to presence of packet losses each agent will impose a maximum time between events
δ¯ > 0, that is, an event is generated if t = tki + δ¯. The need for this maximum inter-event time is
explained at the end of this section. The following theorem establishes asymptotic convergence
of the event-triggered consensus algorithm in the presence of packet dropouts and delays. It also
provides a positive lower-bound on the inter-event time intervals and an estimate of the largest
admissible delay for given value of the MANSD.
Theorem 1: Assume that the communication graph has a spanning tree and the MANSD is
ρ−1, for ρ > 1. Then, for some γd > 0, agents (1) implementing decentralized control inputs (2)
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achieve consensus asymptotically in the presence of communication delays dij(tki) ≤ d, if agent
i’s events, tki for i=1,. . . ,N, are generated according to the following condition
tki+1=argmin
{
t > tki
∣∣ ‖ei(t)‖ = βe−λtor t= tki+δ¯} (12)
where t0 = 0, ki ∈ Z≥0, β > 0 and 0 < λ < λˆ, and
d = 1
λˆ
ln
(
1 + γd
H2
λ
+
H1
λˆ
e
(λ−λˆ)tki+ρ
)
. (13)
Furthermore, the agents do not exhibit Zeno behavior and the inter-event times tki+1 − tki for
every agent i = 1, ..., N are bounded below by the positive time τ , that is
τ ≤ tki+1 − tki (14)
where
τ = 1
λˆ
ln
(
1 + β
H2
λ
+
H1
λˆ
e
(λ−λˆ)tki
)
(15)
and H1 and H2 are given by (30) below.
Proof. To prove Theorem 1, the following observations are required. Note that because of
threshold (12), the error ei is reset to zero at the event instants tki , that is, ei(tki) = 0. Thus,
the error ei satisfies ‖ei(t)‖ ≤ βe−λt and we have that ‖e(t)‖ ≤
√
Nβe−λt, where e(t) =
[e1(t)
T e2(t)
T . . . eN(t)
T]T.
Analyze packet losses: Let us consider first the part of the state errors eij due to packet losses.
Assume without loss of generality that the last update transmitted by agent i and successfully
received by agent j takes place at time tki . This means that tkji = tki . Agent i will generate the
next event at time tki+1 and it will broadcast its current state xi(tki+1). This event is generated
because the condition (12) is satisfied, then, we have that ‖ei(tki+1)‖ = ‖xi(tki)− xi(tki+1)‖ ≤
βe−λtki+1 . Assume that the update at time tki+1 is dropped, so ‖eij(tki+1)‖ ≤ βe−λtki+1 . Similarly,
agent i will generate the following event at time tki+2 (and broadcast its current state x(tki+2))
and we have that ‖ei(tki+2)‖ ≤ βe−λtki+2 is satisfied. If the number of successive dropouts after
the last successful update is the MANSD, ρ− 1, then we have that the local error at time tki+ρ,
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just before the update x(tki+ρ) is successfully received by agent j, is
‖ei(tki+ρ)‖ = ‖xi(tki+ρ−1)− xi(tki+ρ)‖
= ‖xi(tki+ρ−1)− xi(tki+ρ)
+ xi(tki)− xi(tki) . . .
+xi(tki+ρ−2)− xi(tki+ρ−2)‖
= ‖xi(tki)− xi(tki+ρ)− ei(tki+1)− ei(tki+2)− . . .− ei(tki+ρ−1)‖
≥ ‖xi(tki)− xi(tki+ρ)‖ − βe−λtki+1 − βe−λtki+2 − . . .− βe−λtki+ρ−1.
(16)
Thus, the error eij when the MANSD occurs is bounded by
‖eij(tki+ρ)‖ = ‖xi(tki)− xi(tki+ρ)‖
≤ β(e−λtki+1 + . . .+ e−λtki+ρ) (17)
Let t = tki+s, for s ∈ [0, sρ). Thus, the time instant t = tki+1 can be represented by t = tki+s1.
Similarly, tki+2 = tki + s2 and so on. Note that the event at time tki+µ satisfies the following:
µτ ≤ tki+µ − tki ≤ µδ¯ , for µ = 1, ..., ρ, where τ ≥ 0 represents the minimum inter-event time,
that is, µτ ≤ sµ ≤ µδ¯. We can write
‖eij(tki+ρ)‖ ≤ βe−λtki
(
e−λs1 + . . .+ e−λsρ
)
≤ βe−λtki ∑ρµ=1 e−µλτ . (18)
We also have that ‖eij(t)‖ ≤ βe−λtki
∑ρ
µ=1 e
−µλτ
, for t ∈ [tki , tki+ρ), since ρ represents the worst
case number of consecutive packet losses. This can be simply shown by letting ρ′ < ρ and if
some packet is received at tki+ρ′ then we would have
∑ρ′
µ=1 e
−µλτ ≤∑ρµ=1 e−µλτ since ρ′ < ρ.
Then, in general, we have that
‖eij(t)‖ ≤ βeλs
∑ρ
µ=1 e
−µλτe−λt ≤ γle−λt (19)
for t ∈ [tki , tki+ρ), where
γl = βe
ρλδ¯
ρ∑
µ=1
e−µλτ . (20)
Note that in the derivation of γl the relation τ ≥ 0 was used. Although this relation is sufficient
to obtain γl, we will show later in this proof that τ > 0 in order to avoid Zeno behavior.
Due to communication delays, the update xi(tki+ρ) will not be received by agent j until time
tki+ρ + d, in the worst case delay. Hence, we bound the error eij(t) within the extended time
interval t ∈ [tki, tki+ρ + d). Define the error due to delays as follows
edi (t) = xi(tki+ρ)− xi(t) (21)
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for t ∈ [tki+ρ, tki+ρ + d). Let us write the following
eij(t) = xi(tki)− xi(t)
= xi(tki)− xi(tki+ρ) + edi (t).
(22)
Thus, the following holds
‖eij(t)‖ ≤ γle−λt +
∥∥edi (t)∥∥ (23)
These relationships are illustrated in Fig. 1 for a single element of the involved variables. Given
a γd > 0 we can always guarantee that there exist some d ≥ 0 such that
∥∥edi (t)∥∥ ≤ γde−λt
for t ∈ [tki+ρ, tki+ρ + d). The previous relation holds because γd > 0, edi (tki+ρ) = 0, and edi
is continuous in the interval t ∈ [tki+ρ, tki+ρ + d). However, in the last step of this proof, an
estimate of the largest admissible delay will be obtained as a function of the design parameter
γd. At this point we have obtained the following relationship involving eij(t)
‖eij(t)‖ ≤ γe−λt (24)
for i, j = 1, ..., N , where γ = γl + γd.
In the remainder of the proof, it is shown that agents (1) with decentralized control inputs (2)
converge asymptotically towards consensus. Also, the lower bound, τ , on inter-event times for
every agent is obtained. Finally, given the parameter γd, the worst case admissible delay is
determined.
Convergence: Let us write (9) as ξ = ξd − (D ⊗ In)e, where
ξd(t) =


∑
j∈N1 ej1(t)∑
j∈N2 ej2(t)
.
.
.∑
j∈NN ejN(t)

 . (25)
Then we have that
‖ξ(t)‖ ≤ Γe−λt (26)
where Γ = N¯i
√
Nβ + γ
(∑N
i=1N
2
i
)1/2
and N¯i = maxiNi.
From (8), the response of η(t) satisfies
‖η(t)‖ =
∥∥∥e−Lrtη(0) + ∫ t0 e−Lr(t−s)ξ(s)ds∥∥∥
≤ βˆη0e−λˆt + βˆΓ
∫ t
0
e−λˆ(t−s)e−λsds
≤ βˆη0e−λˆt + βˆΓλˆ−λ(e−λt − e−λˆt)
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Fig. 1. State errors due to packet dropouts and delays during the time interval t ∈ [tki+ρ, tki+ρ + d)
where η0 = ‖η(0)‖. As time goes to infinity we have that
lim
t→∞
‖η(t)‖ = 0. (27)
and the agents achieve consensus asymptotically.
Determine τ : In order to establish a positive lower bound on the inter-event time intervals
(and avoid Zeno behavior) we look at the dynamics of the error ei(t), ddtei(t) = e˙i(t) = −x˙i(t)
for t ∈ [tki , tki+1) with ei(tki) = 0. We have
‖e˙i(t)‖ ≤
∥∥∥∑j∈Ni,j 6=r (ηi(t)− ηj(t))+ airηi(t)
∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥∑j∈Ni (ei(t)− eji(t))
∥∥∥
≤ ‖(Lr ⊗ In)η(t)‖+Niβe−λt+Niγe−λt.
(28)
Let L = ‖Lr‖, then
‖e˙i(t)‖ ≤ L
(
βˆη0e
−λˆt + βˆΓ
λˆ−λ(e
−λt − e−λˆt)
)
+Ni(β + γ)e
−λt. (29)
Define
H1 = Lβˆ
(
η0 − Γλˆ−λ
)
H2 = Ni(β + γ) +
LβˆΓ
λˆ−λ .
(30)
The error response during the time interval t ∈ [tki , tki+1) can be bounded as follows
‖ei(t)‖ ≤
∫ t
tki
(
H1e
−λˆs +H2e−λs
)
ds
≤ H1
λˆ
(
e−λˆtki − e−λˆt)+ H2
λ
(
e−λtki − e−λt)
≤ H1
λˆ
(
1− e−λˆτ)e−λˆtki + H2
λ
(
1− e−λτ)e−λtki
(31)
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0β e
-λ t
(31)
τ
||einot(t)||
||ei(t)||
Fig. 2. Growth of error ‖ei(t)‖ is bounded by (31)
where τ = t − tki . Thus, the time τ > 0 that it takes for the last expression in (31) to grow
from zero, at time tki , to reach the threshold βe−λt = βe−λ(tki+τ) is less or equal than the time it
takes the error ‖ei(t)‖ to grow from zero, at time tki , to reach the same threshold and generate
the following event at time tki+1. This means that 0 < τ ≤ tki+1 − tki . These relationships are
shown in Fig. 2. We know that ‖ei(t)‖ will be bounded by (31), for instance, it will grow as
shown by the curve in blue in Fig. 2. In the worst case, it will grow as the right hand term
in (31) (shown in green in the same figure), when (31) is satisfied with equality. However, we
will never have the case ‖enoti (t)‖ shown by the curve in red. Hence, (31) will hit the threshold
βe−λt = βe−λ(tki+τ) sooner (at the same time in the worst case) than ‖ei(t)‖. Thus, we wish to
find a lower-bound τ > 0 such that the following holds
H1
λˆ
(
1− e−λˆτ)e−λˆtki + H2
λ
(
1− e−λτ)e−λtki ≤ βe−λ(tki+τ) (32)
equivalently,
H1
λˆ
(
1−e−λˆτ)e(λ−λˆ)tki+H2
λ
(
1−e−λτ) ≤ βe−λτ . (33)
Inequality (33) can also be written as follows
H1
λˆ
e(λ−λˆ)tki + H2
λ
≤ βe−λτ + H2
λ
e−λτ + H1
λˆ
e−λˆτe(λ−λˆ)tki (34)
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because e−λτ ≥ e−λˆτ for λˆ > λ and for any τ ≥ 0. We also have that
βe−λτ + H2
λ
e−λτ + H1
λˆ
e−λˆτe(λ−λˆ)tki ≥ (β + H2
λ
+ H1
λˆ
e(λ−λˆ)tki
)
e−λˆτ (35)
Here, we strive to obtain the largest value of τ such that (34) holds. This value can be obtained
by solving the equation
H1
λˆ
e(λ−λˆ)tki + H2
λ
=
(
β + H2
λ
+ H1
λˆ
e(λ−λˆ)tki
)
e−λˆτ
we guarantee that (32) holds. The explicit solution for the lower bound on the inter-event time
intervals is given by (15). By the selection λˆ > λ, we have that e(λ−λˆ)tki ≤ 1 for any tki ≥ 0,
ensuring that τ > 0.
Worst case delay: Let us now estimate the largest admissible communication delay d subject
to the constraint
∥∥edi (t)∥∥ ≤ γde−λt. We have that the part of the state error due to communication
delays satisfies e˙di = −x˙i for t ∈ [tki+ρ, tki+ρ + d), with edi (tki+ρ) = 0. Then, we can follow
similar steps as in (28)-(34) to show first that the error edi satisfies the following∥∥edi (t)∥∥ ≤ H1λˆ (1−e−λˆd)e−λˆtki+ρ+H2λ (1−e−λd)e−λtki+ρ
for t ∈ [tki+ρ, tki+ρ + d). Thus, in order to guarantee that
∥∥edi (t)∥∥ ≤ γde−λt we solve for d in
the following
H1
λˆ
(
1− e−λˆd)e−λˆtki+ρ + H2
λ
(
1− e−λd)e−λtki+ρ ≤ γde−λ(tki+ρ+d). (36)
An explicit solution for d is given by (13). For any communication delay dij ≤ d the inequality
(36) holds and the proof is complete. 
Remark 1. The maximum inter-event time which was included as the second condition in (12),
guarantees that the sequence tki →∞. In the presence of packet dropouts and using a protocol
only based on error events (first condition in (12)) the following situation may appear. The local
state error of some agent may satisfy ei(t) = 0, for t ≥ tki . This means that after some update
at time tki , agent i’s real state does not change and no further events are triggered; however,
since packet dropouts are possible, some or all agents that receive information from agent i may
never receive the final update. The maximum inter-event time ensures that all agents are finally
updated with the correct state value even if the error remains equal to zero after some update.
Note that the time event is not needed if packet dropouts do not exist and every measurement
update always arrives at its destination.
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Remark 2. As with many consensus algorithms, an estimate of the second smallest eigenvalue
of the Laplacian matrix is required in order to estimate λˆ; this is the only global information
needed by the agents. Algorithms for distributed estimation of the second eigenvalue of the
Laplacian have been presented in [35], and [36]. Readers are referred to these papers for details.
Remark 3. Note that agents do not need to use the same threshold parameters β and λ. Same
results are obtained when every agent implements the event rule in (12) using its own βi and
λi. All results in Theorem 1 can be obtained by defining β = maxi βi and λ = mini λi and
noting that ‖ei(t)‖ ≤ βie−λit ≤ βe−λt. Thus, each agent only needs an estimate λi of λˆ such
that λi ≤ λˆ and the agents do not need to synchronize what threshold parameters to implement.
Remark 4. Another practical and decentralized characteristic of the event-triggered consensus
protocol discussed in this paper is that it allows for synchronization errors in the agents clocks. In
order to implement this event-triggered strategy we need to evaluate the function e−λt. However,
it is not necessary for the time index t to be the same for every agent. Consider the local
threshold function for agent i to be e−λti , where, ti represents the time as given by its local
clock. Then, there exist a t such that ti = t + tiδ, where tiδ ≥ 0 represents the clock offset of
agent i with respect to t. Given the previous relation and the fact that the local events for agent
i are triggered using the function e−λti , we have that
‖ei(t)‖ ≤ βe−λti ≤ βe−λt. (37)
Similarly, we also obtain
‖eij(t)‖ ≤ γe−λti ≤ γe−λt. (38)
Based on these two relationships, we can show that the same properties of the consensus protocol
hold by following the remaining steps of the proof of Theorem 1.
IV. AVERAGE CONSENSUS
It was shown in Section III that agents can reach agreement asymptotically using a decen-
tralized event-triggered consensus protocol in the presence of non-consistent packet dropouts
and non-consistent communication delays. However, under these conditions, agents do not reach
average consensus in general, not even if the communication graph is undirected.
In the case where delays and packet losses are consistent (same for every receiving agent),
a modified consensus protocol can be implemented in order to obtain average consensus. The
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main difference is the implementation of acknowledgment (ACK) messages that are used when
a packet is successfully received by the destination agents. The local control inputs are now
given by
ui(t) = −
∑
j∈Ni
(xij(t)− xji(t)), i = 1, ..., N. (39)
The following corollary establishes asymptotic convergence of the event-triggered consensus
algorithm to the initial average in the presence of consistent delays and packet dropouts.
Corollary 1: Assume that the communication graph is undirected and connected and the
MANSD is ρ > 1. Also assume that ACK messages are transmitted without delay and are
never dropped. Then, for some γd > 0, agents (1) with decentralized control inputs (39) achieve
average consensus asymptotically in the presence of constant communication delays di ≤ d if
the events are generated according to (12), for i = 1, ..., N , where β > 0 and 0 < λ < λˆ, and
d = 1
λˆ
ln
(
1 + γd
K2
λ
+
K1
λˆ
e
(λ−λˆ)tki+ρ
)
(40)
Furthermore, the agents do not exhibit Zeno behavior and the inter-event times tki+1 − tki for
every agent i = 1, ..., N are bounded by the positive time τ as in (14) where
τ = 1
λˆ
ln
(
1 + β
K2
λ
+
K1
λˆ
e
(λ−λˆ)tki
)
(41)
and
K1 = Lβˆ
(
η0 − γ
√
NL′
λˆ−λ
)
K2 = 2Niγ +
Lβˆγ
√
NL′
λˆ−λ .
(42)
L′ = ‖L′‖, L′ = L2:N − 1N−1L1, and L2:N represents the matrix obtained by removing the first
row, L1, of L.
Proof. In this case agent i keeps two sampled versions of its own state: xi(tki) and xij(t). The
first variable is used to compute new events and is updated at every local time event tki . The
second sample is used to compute its own control input as in (39) and it is updated only when
an ACK message is received from agents j, i ∈ Nj . The end result of this protocol is that every
agent j, i ∈ Nj , has the same version xij(t) of the state of agent i.
We define edi(t) = xij(t)− xi(t) define ed = [eTd1 eTd2 · · · eTdN ]T. Here, we do not use eij since
xij is the same for every agent j ∈ Ni. The same steps in (16)-(24) can be followed to obtain
‖edi(t)‖ ≤ γe−λt
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since the corresponding packet dropout analysis in Theorem 1 holds for any pair of transmitting
agent i and receiving agent j.
We can write x˙(t) = −(L⊗ In)(x(t)+ ed(t)). Choose, without loss of generality, agent r = 1
and define η(t) = xi(t)− x1(t). It follows that
η˙(t) =−(Ls ⊗ In)η(t)− (L′ ⊗ In)ed(t). (43)
Then, we have that
‖η(t)‖ ≤ βˆη0e−λˆt + βˆγ
√
NL′
λˆ−λ (e
−λt − e−λˆt) (44)
and the agents achieve consensus asymptotically. In this case we can see that the initial average
remains constant
d
dt
1
N
1TNx(t) = − 1N 1TN(L ⊗ In)(x+ ξ) = 0 (45)
since the graph is undirected; thus, the group of agents reach average consensus.
Finally, we use the expression in the right-hand side of (44) in order to bound the growth of
the error ei between triggering events as it was done in (28)-(35) to obtain the lower-bound (41)
on the inter-event time intervals. The admissible delay (40) is obtained in a similar way.

V. EXAMPLE
Let us consider six agents connected using a directed graph. The adjacency matrix A is given
by a12 = a23 = a25 = a32 = a36 = a43 = a45 = a54 = a61 = 1 and the remaining entries of A
are equal to zero. The communication channel is subject to packet dropouts and the MANSD
is ρ − 1, where ρ = 4. The initial conditions are x(0) = [1 −1 2 3 5 4]T. We choose the
parameters β = 1, λ = 0.4, γd = 9, and δ¯ = 1.5. The obtained minimum inter event time
is τ = 0.0025 and the admissible delays are bounded by d = 0.0223. The values of τ and d
represent stationary values, when tki →∞, and they also represent the minimum values for any
tki ∈ [0,∞). Note that in the simulation, the error events are not continuously evaluated but a
sampling time τs < τ is implemented, where τs = 0.0002. Future work will consider the effects
of non-continuous event detection.
Fig. 3 shows the response of the six agents for time-varying delays dij(tki) ∈ [0.005, 0.02].
Additionally, measurement updates generated by agent i based on its local events may be lost
and may not be received by some or by all of the intended agents j, i ∈ Nj , and for i = 1, ..., N .
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Fig. 3. States of the 6 agents
The maximum number of successive dropped packets is ρ−1. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that all
agents converge to a common value, that is, consensus is reached. The time intervals between
events are shown for each one of the agents in Fig. 4; however, some of these updates do not
reach their destinations. Fig. 5 shows the receiving time intervals from agent 2 to agents 1 and
3; it also shows the receiving time intervals from agent 5 to agents 2 and 4. It can be clearly
seen, for instance, that only a fraction of the measurement updates generated by agent 2 are able
to reach agents 1 or 3. Thus, the corresponding receiving time intervals are much greater, in
general, than the broadcasting time intervals. Similar situations occur to every agent receiving
information with packet losses.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a decentralized event-triggered consensus protocol for a group of agents
connected using directed graphs where the communication channel is subject to non-consistent
packet dropouts and non-consistent communication delays. It was shown that agents are able
to achieve asymptotic consensus under this protocol and that Zeno behavior is avoided. The
use of event-triggered control techniques is beneficial when continuous communication among
agents is not possible and it provides a higher level of decentralization since it is not necessary
for agents to know a global sampling period and global communication time instants as in
sampled-data approaches. The decentralized event-triggered consensus protocol provides each
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agent the freedom to decide their own broadcasting instants independently of any other agent in
the network. Future work will consider the cases of double integrator dynamics and agents with
linear dynamics under packet loss and communication delays.
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